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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This application brief illustrates a Web-based

planning process for managing major capital

expenditure projections requiring corporate

justification. By implementing this IBM

Cognos Performance Blueprint, companies will

have forward-looking visibility into major

capital project or resource spending decisions at

both divisional and corporate levels. Capital

projections can be leveraged as an indicator of

future treasury needs and their effects on other

planning processes within the enterprise. The

Blueprint and processes described in this

document are generic for cost centers in any 

US industry, but can be configured to support

the complexity and requirements of any industry

across many countries.
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OVERVIEW

This Blueprint from Cognos, an IBM company,

manages capital project requests, their justification,

and the capital request approval process.

It is critical that tactical capital project decisions

made at the divisional level be aligned with corporate

strategy and objectives. When a cost-center manager

or project owner makes a capital project request, the

requested amount may be adjusted either up or down

by management or finance, the request may be

rejected in its entirety, or the timing of the request

may be adjusted either sooner or later in the plan-

ning cycle to meet corporate spending guidelines or

facilitate cash flow considerations. 

The IBM Cognos Capital Project Planning Performance

facilitates capital project expenditures planning over a

two-year cycle. The cycle may be adjusted as needed to

meet specific forward-looking client needs.

BLUEPRINT OBJECTIVES

The Capital Project Planning Blueprint meets a

number of objectives:

• Captures all capital project requests within a single

view.

• Consolidates all capital requests to allow for big

picture planning.

• Calculates “behind-the-scenes” depreciation for all

approved requests using company guidelines.

• Provides management with justification for each

capital request.

• Facilitates assessments based on capital request

priorities and risk 

• Demonstrates the capability to manipulate the

timing of capital expenditures
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KEY COGNOS PLANNING BENEFITS

• Flexible Blueprint development using IBM

Cognos 8 Planning Analyst to support any 

capital project planning Blueprint

• Web-based deployment of models for data

collection and consolidation

• Real-time workflow

• Real-time consolidation

• Real-time browser-based calculations yield

immediate results

• Scalable architecture with proven deployments to

thousands of line managers

• Linking functionality to provide collaboration

between all areas of the corporation

• Capability to execute form-based planning using

selection boxes to drive application logic and

calculations

JUSTIFICATION

The first Blueprint tab, Justification, is where the

process of requesting a major capital project or

resource begins. After entering a brief description of

the expenditure, a user enters information towards

justifying the request. There are four points of text

data entry and nine selections to be made from drop-

down boxes.

The four text data entry items are:

• Describe Problem A brief description of the

need for this expenditure.

• Primary Benefit A brief description of the

benefits to be realized.

• Expected Impact A percentage return on the

expenditure.

• IT Man-hours The number of estimated IT 

worker-hours needed.
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The drop-down selections on this tab are: 



CAPITAL REQUESTS

The Capital Request tab is used to enter the Budget Amount, Purchase Month, and In-Service Month. 

Fields in gray are non-editable and are linked over from the Justification tab. Fields in white are editable

and used to request a dollar amount at a specific moment in time.

As changes are made, they are highlighted in BLUE along with any cells affected by the change. As table

content is altered, Capital impacts are made automatically to subsequent tabs affected by the changes.

The following “warnings” may be received as you work through the Blueprint:
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CAPITAL PROJECT PLANNING

The third tab, Capital Planning, manages the timing and budgeted amount adjustments item-by-item.

The manager for this department—or a superior—may make adjustments to the timing of a budgeted

amount or change an approved amount. All of the fields that are editable are in white. The fields in gray

are either linked over from previous tabs, or are determined based upon the choices made in the white

fields. For example, in the above screenshot, Item 1 had its timing adjusted to occur two months earlier 

than originally requested. At the same time, the amount budgeted was decreased by $12,500. Look at the

pointer in the lower right corner: You will notice that the budgeted amount for another item has been

moved two months ahead—from  April 2004 to June 2004. By entering a negative amount equal to the

original request, you effectively deny the request.

Changes are highlighted in BLUE, and as changes are made, capital planning impacts are extended auto-

matically to the subsequent tabs affected by the changes.



APPROVED REQUESTS

In the fourth tab, Approved Requests, the results of previous planning decisions are consolidated together

by asset class. 

All fields in gray are non-editable, having been linked over from the Capital Planning tab. 

If the Blueprint were saved at this point, all cells would appear in BLACK with calculated fields in BOLD

BLACK. Changes made to previous tabs would be highlighted in BLUE, along with any cells affected by

the change. 

Hidden from view in this Blueprint is a tab which calculates depreciation on an item-by-item basis for

approved requests. This depreciation information can be forwarded to any system or Blueprint that would

have a need for it. For example, the IBM Cognos Expense Planning and Control Performance Blueprint

would use this as a source for the new depreciation expense. As changes to the Capital Planning tab are

made, depreciation impacts are made automatically according to company guidelines.
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CONSOLIDATED APPROVED REQUESTS

The next tab, Consolidated Approved Requests, affords a view of annualized capital expenditures. By

comparing Original Request and Approved Amount with Corporate Target and then analyzing Variances,

you can return to the Capital Planning tab and make any adjustments necessary.

This tab may also be re-oriented to provide a view across multiple departments.
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Comparing Furniture & Fixtures by Department

Or Total Capital Expenses across departments.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES

The next tab in the Blueprint, Corporate Guidelines, provides a concise, clear view of the corporate guide-

lines. Information may be hidden in the Blueprint, since the same information is used within the

Consolidated Approved Requests tab.

ABOUT COGNOS, AN IBM COMPANY

Cognos, an IBM company, is the world leader in business intelligence and performance management 

solutions. It provides world-class enterprise planning and BI software and services to help companies plan,

understand and manage financial and operational performance. Cognos was acquired by IBM in 

February 2008. For more information, visit http://www.cognos.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Visit the Cognos Web site at www.cognos.com

REQUEST A CALL

To request a call or ask a question, go to www.cognos.com/contactme A Cognos representative will

respond to your enquiry within two business days.

http://forms.cognos.com/?elqPURLPage=2075&amp;offid=contactus_collateral&amp;mc=-web_collateral
http://www.cognos.com/index.html?mc=-web_collateral


ABOUT THE COGNOS INNOVATION CENTER FOR PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

The Cognos Innovation Center was established in North America and

Europe to advance the understanding of proven planning and perform-

ance management techniques, technologies, and practices. The

Innovation Center is dedicated to transforming routine performance

management practices into “next practices” that help cut costs, stream-

line processes, boost productivity, enable rapid response to opportunity,

and increase management visibility.

Staffed globally by experts in planning, technology, and performance and

strategy management, the Innovation Center partners with more than

600 Cognos customers, academicians, industry leaders, and others

seeking to accelerate adoption, reduce risk, and maximize the impact of

technology-enabled performance management practices.
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